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Choose the correct option: 

1. Peter Rabbit got stuck in the ___________ placed on the ground. 

 a) pot   b) net   c) vegetables 

2. Mother Rabbit asked the little rabbits not to go to ____________. 

 a) the fields     b) play  c) Mr Mc Gregor’s garden 

3. The plural form of ‘carrot’ is ___________. 

 a) carrotes   b) carrots   c) carrotese 

4. Trees are the kindest things because ___________. 

 a) they simply grow b) they do no harm c) they are strong 

5. Bows of trees means _______________. 

 a) leaves   b) branches  c) stems 

6. ‘Beams’ of morning Sun means _____________. 

 a) light of sun  b) rays of sun  c) heat of sun 

7. What do trees do for the soil on the ground? 

 a) they spoil it    b) they grow it          c) they keep it healthy 

8. Tick the odd one out. 

 a) full stop   b) question mark c) noun 



9. Which of these pairs are not homophones? 

 a) waist – waste  b) knew – new  c) now – know 

10. Homophones are words with __________ and __________. 

 a) same sound, different meaning 

 b) same spelling, different meaning 

 c) same meaning different spelling 

11. The Magic pot did not stop cooking because ______________. 

 a) the mother instructed the pot to keep cooking 

 b) Anna got the wrong magic pot 

 c) the mother forgot the magic words 

12. The word ‘mull’ means means __________________. 

 a) to forget  b) faded   c) to think over 

13. Friends are a treasure because they have a lof of ________with us. 

 a) value   b) money   c) goodies 

14. Gopi became poor because ____________. 

 a) he lost his goods in the market. b) his goods got wet. 

 c) his goods were faulty. 

15. Gopi went to another city to ___________. 

 a) find his lost goods.  b) sell his goods for free. 

 c) earn money to buy and sell goods. 

16. Gopi asked Manu to keep his iron scales safe because _________. 

 a) they were valuable.        b) Manu had borrowed them from him. 

 c) they were too heavy to be carried to another city. 

17. When Gopi asked for his iron scales to be returned, Manu ______. 

 a) readily gave them back. 

 b) made a story about a rat eating the iron 

 c) asked for money for keeping them safe 



18. Gopi planned to teach Manu a lesson by _______________. 

 a) bathing in the river 

 b) secretly taking away the iron scales 

 c) making a story about the flamingo and Manu’s son 

19. The antonym of ‘backward’ is ___________. 

 a) forward   b) near    c) back 

20. The antonym of ‘behind’ is ___________. 

 a) front   b) up    c) over 

21. The village elders did not believe Gopi’s story because_________. 

 a) it was unreal.  b) Gopi had a habit of writing lies. 

 c) Gopi was poor.  

22. Tick the punctuation mark which is used to ask a question. 

 a. (,)    b. (.)    c. (?) 

23. We use the _____ to express surprise or excitement. 

 a) question mark b) comma   c) full stop 

24. The names of all buildings and monuments begin with ________. 

 a) an exclamation mark b) a capital letter c) a comma 

25. Which of these lines tells us that Anna was kind? 

 a) Anna was a good girl who helped everyone. 

 b) Anna lived alone with her mother. 

 c) Anna and her mother only ate fruits from the forest. 

 


